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There Exists Circularity between WACC and Value? Another Solution.
ABSTRACT
Although we know there exists a sim-
ple approach to solve the circularity
between value and the discount rate,
known as the Adjusted Present Va-
lue proposed by Myers, 1974, it see-
ms that practitioners still rely on the
traditional Weighted Average Cost of
Capital, WACC approach of weig-
hting the cost of debt, Kd and the cost
of equity, Ke and discounting the Free
Cash Flow, FCF. We show how to sol-
ve circularity when calculating value
with the free cash flow, FCF and the
WACC. As a result of the solution we
arrive at a known solution when we
assume the discount rate of the tax
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savings as Ke, the cost of unlevered
equity: the capital cash flow, CCF dis-
counted at Ku. When assuming Kd
as the discount rate for the tax sa-
vings, we find an expression for cal-
culating value that does not implies
circularity. We do this for a single
period and for N periods.
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Although we know there exists a sim-
ple approach to solve the circularity
between value and the discount rate,
known as the Adjusted Present Va-
lue proposed by Myers, 1974, it see-
ms that practitioners still rely on the
traditional Weighted Average Cost of
Capital, WACC approach of weig-
hting the cost of debt, Kd and the cost
of equity, Ke and discounting the Free
Cash Flow, FCF. We show how to sol-
ve circularity when calculating value
with the free cash flow, FCF and the
WACC. As a result of the solution we
arrive at a known solution when we
assume the discount rate of the tax
savings as Ke, the cost of unlevered
equity: the capital cash flow, CCF dis-
counted at Ku. When assuming Kd
as the discount rate for the tax sa-
vings, we find an expression for cal-
culating value that does not implies
circularity. We do this for a single
period and for N periods.
The typical solution for solving the
circularity between value and WACC
is to activate the option for iteration
in a modern spreadsheet (Vélez-Pa-
reja and Tham, 2000,
Tham and Vélez-Pareja, 2004, and
Vélez-Pareja and Tham, 2005).
However, this approach seems to be
not easy to apply. We have examined
the analytical solution of this problem
and found what is known well befo-
re: when discounting with the proper
discount rate the CCF will give iden-
tical answer to the calculation of va-
lue with the FCF discounted at the
weighted average cost of capital,
WACC.
THE PRACTICAL SOLUTION OF
CIRCULARITY
The solution of circularity is very sim-
ple. This problem can be easily sol-
ved: in the Excel spreadsheet  select
Tools, then select Options, and the-
re, select the tab Calculate and tick
the option Iterations. Done this, the
formulas for WACC and Ke, (the cost
of the levered equity), that imply cir-
cularity, can be constructed. (See,
Vélez-Pareja and Tham, 2000 and
2005, Tham and Vélez-Pareja, 2004).




Modigliani and Miller (1958 and
1963), in illuminating and seminal
works defined the relationship bet-
ween cash flows and values. These
are the free cash flow, FCF, the cash
flow to debt, CFD, the cash flow to
equity, CFE, the tax savings, TS and
the capital cash flow1 and their co-
rresponding values. These relations-
hips are:
FCF + TS = CFD + CFE = CCF (1a)
Where VL is the levered value of the
firm, VUn is the unlevered value of the
firm, VTS is the value of TS, D is the
market value of debt and E is the
market value of equity.
In Taggart, 1991, Tham and Velez-
Pareja, 2002 and 2004, Vélez-Pareja
and Burbano-Pérez, 2003 and 2005
it is shown the general formulation
for the WACC and the Ke, as follows
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1. The Capital Cash Flow, CCF, is the essence of the original Modigliani and Miller proposal in 1958; however,
it was popularized by Ruback, 2000.
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1. The general expression for the
WACC for the free cash flow, FCF, is
(2a)
A particular and special case of (2a)
is the traditional expression for
WACC:
Where s is the discount rate for the
TS and Ku is the unlevered cost of
equity.
2. For discounting the Capital Cash
Flow CCF, (CFD + CFE = FCF + TS),
we use the general formulation for
WACCCCF.
 (3a)
Depending on the assumption for the
discount rate for the tax savings s,
we have the WACC for the CCF as
follows:
For s = Kd, the cost of debt
For s = Ku
(3c)
 WACCCCF = Ku
3. If we use CFE we should discount it
with (in this case we have to add the
value of debt to obtain the total value)
(5)




If we replace equation (2a) into equa-











This expression is just (see equation (3a))
USING THE TRADITIONAL AND SPECIAL EXPRESSION FOR WACC
If we replace (2b) in (6) and replace Ke for its general expression (5) we have
Replacing Ke in (9a) with (5) we have
Simplifying,
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Again, this expression is the value of the CCF and the discount rate is (3).
In both cases we find circularity again. In order to solve it we depart from (9h)
And with the circularity fully solved we have for each case, for s = Kd
This means that when solving the circularity and assuming s = Kd we need
to “adjust” the CCF by (Ku1-Kd1) V0
TS.




There is a recursive equation to calculate the present value of a cash flow for
any discount rate:
Replacing (2a) into (12) we have,
When s =Ku
And this is the recursive equation to calculate the present value of a cash
flow (in this case with the CCF and Ku as discount rate).
When s =Kd
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This is the same equation as before
using the recursive equation to cal-
culate the present value of a cash
flow, in this case, the “Adjusted” CCF.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that circularity can
be solved analytically. The interesting
finding is that when solving for cir-
cularity we arrive at a well know re-
sult: the discounting of the capital
cash flow, CCF.
When we assume that the discount
rate for the tax savings is Ku, the cost
of unlevered equity, the solution is
very simple: discount it with Ku. If
we assume that the discount rate is
Kd, then we have either to adjust the
CCF with an amount function of the
value of the tax savings, or we use
the traditional expression for the
CCF and discount it with Ku adjus-
ted with some percent that is func-
tion of the value of the tax savings.
APPENDIX
AN EXAMPLE
Assume the following input data:
Table A1. Input Data
And the following FCF and debt, D
Table A2. FCF and Debt
From this information we can calcu-
late TS
Table A3. TS calculation
PROPOSED APPROACH




Table A4. Alternative solution of circularity
THE APV METHOD
Using the Adjusted Present Value, APV we have
Table A5. Solution with the APV Method
PRACTICAL SOLUTION OF CIRCULARITY
Finally using the practical solution for perpetuity we have
Temporal solution for WACC = 0%
Table A6a.Temporary solution of value calculation (using practical approach to
the solution of circularity)
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Observe that this is not the final solution because we are using WACC = 0%.
Now, introducing the general formulation (2a) for WACCFCF and solving the
circularity, we have
Table A6b. Final solution of value calculation (using practical approach to the
solution of circularity)
As can be seen, the circularity can be solved not only with the practical me-
thod, but using formulation (13f).
Observe as well that we do not need to set any target leverage. The approach
allows for non constant leverage that is the usual situation in reality.
Table A7. Market value leverage
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